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The Last Supper The Crucifixion
And Resurrection
Isbouts and Brown depict Leonardo?s seminal years in
Milan from an entirely new perspective: that of the Sforza
court. They show that much of the Sforza patronage was
directed on vast projects, such as the Milan Cathedral,
favoring a close circle of local artists to which Leonardo
never gained entry. As a result, his exceptional talent
remained largely unrecognized right up to the Last
Supper. The authors also explore a mysterious link
between the Last Supper and the fresco of the
Crucifixion on the opposite wall, a work that up to now
has fully escaped public attention. Finally, they present a
sensational theory: that two long-ignored, life-sized
copies of the Last Supper, now in Belgium and the U.K.,
were actually commissioned by the French King Louis
XII and painted under Leonardo?s direct supervision. 0.
Recent scholarship on the historical Jesus has rightly
focused upon how Jesus understood his own mission.
But no scholarly effort to understand the mission of
Jesus can rest content without exploring the historical
possibility that Jesus envisioned his own death. In this
careful and far-reaching study, Scot McKnight contends
that Jesus did in fact anticipate his own death, that Jesus
understood his death as an atoning sacrifice, and that his
death as an atoning sacrifice stood at the heart of Jesus'
own mission to protect his own followers from the
judgment of God.
Who should participate in the Lord’s Supper? How
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frequently should we observe it? What does this meal
mean? What happens when we eat the bread and drink
from the cup? What do Christians disagree about and
what do they hold in common? These and other
questions are explored in this thought-provoking
book.This new volume in the Counterpoints: Church Life
series allows four contributors to make a case for the
following views:• Baptist view (memorialism)• Reformed
view (spiritual presence)• Lutheran view
(consubstantiation)• Roman Catholic view
(transubstantiation)All contributors use Scripture to
present their views, and each responds to the others’
essays. This book helps readers arrive at their own
conclusions. It includes resources such as a listing of
statements on the Lord’s Supper from creeds and
confessions, quotations from noted Christians, a
resource listing of books on the Lord’s Supper, and
discussion questions for each chapter to facilitate small
group and classroom use.
Suggests that Jesus survived the crucifixion, went to
Egypt, then settled in France • Reveals new discoveries
that show the beginnings of Christianity in Egypt •
Presents historical and archaeological research that
proves a connection between Jerusalem, Egypt, and
Rennes-le-Château in the south of France • Posits
Rennes-le-Château as the actual location of Jesus
Christ’s tomb, and that writings by him will be found
there Jesus did not die on the cross. He survived and
went to southern France with his wife, Mary. This
possibility is proposed by Graham Simmans, who spent
many years on a quest to find the real beginnings of
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Christianity. Simmans believes that the spread of
Christianity beyond Jerusalem was tied to Jesus’s
survival of the crucifixion and his subsequent emigration
to Europe. Using Coptic and Jewish sources, including
the Talmud, that allow a glimpse of the Christian
philosophy espoused by Jesus, he contends that true
Christianity was brought into France, Britain, and Spain
from first century Egypt and Judea, not fourth- and fifthcentury Rome. His investigation shows that after a time
in Egypt, Jesus settled in Rennes-le-Château, a
sophisticated and cosmopolitan center of spiritual
diversity. It was a natural move for Jesus to settle in the
Narbonne area of France--an area already heavily
settled by Jewish and Gnostic groups. Here, safely
outside the reach of the cultural dictatorship of the
Roman Church, the Gnostic secrets he taught survived
the centuries. Later, the Knights Templar centered their
activity in the Languedoc region around Rennes-leChâteau, where, within the Jewish communities, a wellconnected and influential opposition to Rome already
existed. This resistance to Rome gave rise to a religious
culture that included elements of Gnostic, Pythagorean,
and Kabbalistic teachings. Until the Crusades against the
Cathar heretics reasserted the dominion of Rome, the
culture that flourished around Rennes-le-Château
embodied the true essence of Christ’s message.
1935 Gives many secrets not found in other herbals.
This gives many valuable formulars - beauty ointments,
eye ointment, foot ointment, face ointment, skin
ointments, remedies for gout, etc. the Gipsy Petulengro
make up these formulars and sold them fr.
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In the thrilling series finale, Peter and Mary return to
Jerusalem, where they witness Jesus' crucifixion and
Resurrection. The Secret of the Hidden Scrolls series
follows siblings Peter and Mary and their dog, Hank, as
they discover ancient scrolls that transport them back to
key moments in biblical history. In their ninth and final
adventure, the trio travels back to Jerusalem during the
height of Jesus' popularity. But as they follow Jesus and
his disciples, they quickly learn that Jesus' popularity
makes him a target. Soon the religious leaders -- led by
a familiar enemy -- have hatched a plan that causes one
of Jesus' disciples to betray him, and Jesus is killed.
With Jesus dead and time running out, will Peter and
Mary be able to solve the secret of the scroll before they
get stuck in the past forever? Join Peter, Mary, and Hank
as they attend the Last Supper, witness Jesus'
crucifixion, discover an empty tomb, and face the Enemy
for the last time. Readers will be on the edge of their
seats as The Secret of the Hidden Scrolls hurtles to a
close.
This book presents a comparative study of the birth,
death and rising from the dead of Jesus (BC 7- CE 32),
the Self-realized or Son of God. The text of gospels
adopted for the comparative study is that of King James
Version (KJV). Commentaries given may not be in
conformity with generally accepted theological teachings
because we do not consider him an incarnation but a
fully deified human being devoid of body consciousness.
The first part of the book deals with the period from his
birth till commencement of his public ministry. Though
we have given commentaries on the stories relating to
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his birth and childhood as reported by Matthew and
Luke, to us Jesus Christ was born at the end of the forty
days of his ‘Samadhi’ (the eighth stage of meditation),
in the wilderness. The second part deals with his offering
himself as the sacrificial lamb to be butchered on the
Jewish Passover, last supper, capture, sufferings,
crucifixion and burial. He was brought back to life but we
discount all stories about his appearances to the
disciples and others and ascension to heaven. Being a
fully liberated and spiritualized person, he was one with
God but lived on earth for some more years after
endowing and empowering his disciples with spiritual
power and granting them self-realization.
This book examines the essential topic of our Lord's Last
Supper and His crucifixion. It shows that Jesus Christ is
the true Passover Lamb who fulfilled the Old Testament
"type" and that His Last Supper with His disciples was a
pinnacle teaching moment that each believer needs to
know, understand, and practice. Take this journey into
the Scriptures and discover the doctrinal statements that
are symbolized in the Biblical observance of the
ordinance of communion. While examining the subject of
ordinances you will also discover the doctrinal statement
that is symbolized in baptism. The author closes with an
explanation on how you can be assured that God will
pass over you when it is time to face His justice.
This book is an utterly brilliant example of Benedict XVI
at his very best . As a Christian apologist and exegete he
rightly holds the highest position in the Church but as a
teacher and intellectual evangelist he also excels . His
deep understanding, novel insights, and clear exposition,
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make his work easy and rewarding to read . Anyone
wanting an introduction to his work should read this and
savour it . Anyone wanting an introduction to Christian
thought should buy it. His literary skills alone, which
transcend translation, are very considerable and
enjoyable in their own right . His forensic examination of
historical and theological arguments, his breadth of
reading, and his ability to bring new conclusions to light
are a joy .
In Pseudo-Cyril of Jerusalem On the Life and the
Passion of Christ, Roelof van den Broek offers the first
edition, with introduction, translation and notes, of a
coptic text which contains a great number of apocryphal
elements.
For seventy years, we have been taught that Jesus died
on the cross from asphyxiation (strangulation) because
in the hanging position he was unable to exhale. This
theory is not based on sound science. This book
explains the medical cause of Jesus's death and why
even Pilate was surprised how soon Jesus had died. The
dramatic changes that took place in Jesus's body from
the Last Supper until death are described in layman's
terms. To add to the injustice, Jesus's condemnation to
death was illegal under the Jewish law of his time--a fact
supported by a review of the political and religious
dynamics. Profits from the sale of this book are being
donated to organizations that support the Christian
presence in the Holy Land.
Guides readers through the last 24 hours of Jesus' life in
complete detail and with the aim of helping readers
understand the sacrifice he made.
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The Gospel of John is the most deeply spiritual of the
four gospels. This writing is filled with rich images and
profound truths, but John notes that his aim in writing the
gospel is that readers will not only believe in Jesus
Christ, but that they “may have life in his name.” Adults,
youth, and children alike can experience a season of
spiritual growth and life-changing renewal in Adam
Hamilton’s six-week, DVD-series, John: The Gospel of
Light and Life. You’ll follow the life, ministry, death, and
resurrection of Jesus through the Gospel of John and
understand the context of some of the best-known
verses in the New Testament. Everything you need to
lead small groups of all ages is available for this special
study including the entire Gospel of John in the CEB
translation printed in the book.
Each chapter is summed up in its contents, each
paragraph reduced to its proper heads, the sense given,
and largely illustrated with practical remarks and
observations.
Waiting to be rediscovered in the British Library is an
ancient manuscript of the early Church, copied by an
anonymous monk. The manuscript is at least 1,450
years old, possibly dating to the first century. And now,
The Lost Gospel provides the first ever translation from
Syriac into English of this unique document that tells the
inside story of Jesus’ social, family, and political life.The
Lost Gospel takes the reader on an unparalleled
historical adventure through a paradigm shifting
manuscript. What the authors eventually discover is as
astounding as it is surprising: the confirmation of Jesus’
marriage to Mary Magdalene; the names of their two
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children; the towering presence of Mary Magdalene; a
previously unknown plot on Jesus’ life (thirteen years
prior to the crucifixion); an assassination attempt against
Mary Magdalene and their children; Jesus’ connection
to political figures at the highest level of the Roman
Empire; and a religious movement that antedates that of
Paul—the Church of Mary Magdalene.Part historical
detective story, part modern adventure, The Lost Gospel
reveals secrets that have been hiding in plain sight for
millennia.
This substantive yet highly accessible commentary leads
readers through all aspects of the book of
Acts--sociological, historical, and theological.
In recent years, Christians everywhere are rediscovering
the Jewish roots of their faith. Every year at Easter time,
many believers now celebrate Passover meals (known
as Seders) seeking to understand exactly what
happened at Jesus’ final Passover, the night before he
was crucified. Jesus and the Jewish Roots of the
Eucharist shines fresh light on the Last Supper by
looking at it through Jewish eyes. Using his in-depth
knowledge of the Bible and ancient Judaism, Dr. Brant
Pitre answers questions such as: What was the
Passover like at the time of Jesus? What were the
Jewish hopes for the Messiah? What was Jesus’
purpose in instituting the Eucharist during the feast of
Passover? And, most important of all, what did Jesus
mean when he said, “This is my body… This is my
blood”? To answer these questions, Pitre explores
ancient Jewish beliefs about the Passover of the
Messiah, the miraculous Manna from heaven, and the
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mysterious Bread of the Presence. As he shows, these
three keys—the Passover, the Manna, and the Bread of
the Presence—have the power to unlock the original
meaning of the Eucharistic words of Jesus. Along the
way, Pitre also explains how Jesus united the Last
Supper to his death on Good Friday and his Resurrection
on Easter Sunday. Inspiring and informative, Jesus and
the Jewish Roots of the Eucharist is a groundbreaking
work that is sure to illuminate one of the greatest
mysteries of the Christian faith: the mystery of Jesus’
presence in “the breaking of the bread.” From the
Hardcover edition.
Last Supperbrings together more than 100 art
masterpieces that depict one of the most dramatic
events described in the New Testament, the Last Supper
of Christ and his disciples. Ranging from the 6thcentury
to the present day, the works represent a wide range of
artists, styles, materials and cultures, and a variety of
creative responses to this important subject.
The price of betrayal is more than thirty pieces of silver.
Two days after Jesus Christ's crucifixion, Judas Iscariot
receives an anonymous note stating, I know what you
did. Wrapped with it is an eye, complete with trailing
optic nerve, and a splintered tooth -trophies ripped from
two recently butchered friends. Someone, it seems,
knows what Judas did on that fateful night following the
Last Supper. And that someone is intent on exacting a
bloody and gruesome revenge. As more acquaintances
and family members die in increasingly brutal ways,
Judas finds himself in a desperate race against time to
make amends for his act of treachery, and to uncover the
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identity of the mysterious hooded killer. A relentlessly
paced, gripping thriller, which further explores one of the
darkest bargains in human history. You might just find
yourself engaged in the unthinkable: rooting for the man
who betrayed Christ.
David Levandusky, has been pastoring for 41 years. He
and his dear wife Carol have been married for 41 years
and are the proud parents of three grown children and
grandparents to two grandchildren. David was saved at
the age of 12 years old in an Assembly of God church in
North Tonawanda, NY as a result of watching a Billy
Graham film, called "Decade of Decision." At eighteen
years of age he attended Zion Bible Institute in East
Providence R.I. for two years. After Pastoring for five
years in Belvidere, Vermont, he finished his third year of
Bible College at Faith School of Theology in Charleston,
Me. He earned his Bachelor Degree and Master of Arts
Degree in Pastoral Christian Counseling from the
American Bible College and Seminary from Bethany,
Oklahoma. He has served Pastoral ministry in Vermont,
New York, New Hampshire and Massachusetts. He
presently Pastors Living Waters Assembly of God in
Greenfield, Ma. where he has been Pastoring for 21
years. Robert Wise, District Pastor/Superintendent,
Southern New EnglandMinistry Network of the
Assemblies of God. "I found myself being drawn in as I
read and compared the material. Questions I have
wrestled with in the past persuaded me to read the
material more slowly and watch for evidence of timing.
My over all impression was a growing sense of the
presence of Jesus as I made my way through the
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sequences of the scripture. I believe serious bible
students and pastors will find your book delightfully
informative and inspiring! It will prove to be a valuable
addition to their libraries and their lives!" Dr. Stanley M.
Horton, Th.D. Distinguished Professor Emeritus Bible
and Theology of Assemblies of God Theological
Seminary and Central Bible College, Springfield, Mo.
"These chapters in the Gospels are prominent and
extremely important. Your comments and arrangement
of the parallel chapters are helpful and very well done."
Dr. Russell K. Pier, President/Emeritus and Founder of
Faith School of Theology, and presently the Founder and
Administrator of Pentecostal Conservative School of the
Bible. ..".. This is an amazing work of detailed research
that would intrigue any serious student of the Bible. I
have read many of the harmonies of the Gospels, but
nothing that was so focused on these last 10 days in the
life of Christ. I recommend this to everyone ..." Dr.
Charles Crabtree, President of Zion Bible College,
Haverhill, Ma., former Assistant Superintendent of the
General Council Assemblies of God. "It was my privilege
to receive a copy of the book "The Ten Last Days of
Jesus" by David Levandusky. In my opinion, any student
of God's Word would benefit from this remarkable tool. It
clarifies the final days of Christ in a very simple, graphic
and profound way. I believe many will use this special
gift to the church of Jesus Christ." Pastor Barry Warren,
Pastor of the Greenfield Missionary and Alliance Church,
Greenfield, Ma. "Imagine your family sitting in your living
room sharing stories of a loved one who had passed
away. Each memory shared would be accurate but told
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through the lens of the individual telling it and as each
person shares, a whole picture of the loved one
emerges, more complete than any one individual's
picture. Similarly, each Gospel writer gives a unique
snapshot of Jesus. Pastor Levandusky has done us a
great favor by putting the Gospel stories of the most
important ten days of the life of Jesus into such a
perspective." Pastor Larry Riddle, Pastor of Moores
Corner Church, North Leverett, Ma. for 32 years. 1978 Present. "My dear brother has written an intricate and
detailed book of the Last Ten Days of Jesus life that will
be a most welcome addition to all Pastors libraries and to
the serious student of its word. It is an exhaustive work
that required much time and labor and I commend my
brother in this fine work."
This 13 chapter book follows the events of Jesus’ life in
chronological order. There are 154 individual events and
each is given in order with appropriate Scriptural
references in each gospel as well as background
information for every event.

For hundreds of years, we thought we knew what
happened during Jesus' last days. Holy Thursday,
Good Friday and Easter Sunday are not only
observed by Christians around the world, but are
also recognized in calendars and by nonpractitioners as commemorating the true timeline of
events in the life of Christ. But apparent
inconsistencies in the gospel accounts of Jesus' final
week have puzzled Bible scholars for centuries. In
The Mystery of the Last Supper, Colin Humphreys
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uses science to reveal the truth about Jesus' final
days. Reconciling conflicting Gospel accounts and
scientific evidence, Humphreys reveals the exact
date of the Last Supper in a definitive new timeline of
Holy Week.
Who did Jesus of Nazareth claim to be? What was
his relationship with early Judaism? When and how
did he expect the kingdom to come? What were his
intentions? Though these key questions have been
addressed in studies of the historical Jesus, Brant
Pitre argues that they cannot be fully answered apart
from a careful historical analysis of the Last Supper
accounts. In this book Pitre offers a rigorous, up-todate study of the historical Jesus and the Last
Supper, filling a significant gap in current Jesus
research. Situating the Last Supper in the triple
contexts of ancient Judaism, the life of Jesus, and
early Christianity, Pitre brings to light crucial insights
into major issues driving the quest for Jesus. His
Jesus and the Last Supper is sure to ignite
discussion and debate.
The Mystery of the Last SupperReconstructing the
Final Days of JesusCambridge University Press
From the bestselling author of The Lamb's Supper
and Signs of Life comes an illuminating work on the
Catholic Eucharist and its link to the Jewish
Passover meal. Well-known Catholic theologian Dr.
Scott Hahn explains Christ's Paschal sacrifice on the
cross as the fulfillment of the traditional fourth cup
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used in the celebration of Passover, drawing
symbolic parallels to the Last Supper and Christ's
death on Calvary. Through his scholarly insights and
important biblical connections, Mass will come alive
for you as never before!
Meet Jesus as a gay man of today in a
contemporary city with The Passion of Christ: A Gay
Vision. In stunning new images, the modern Christ
figure is jeered by fundamentalists, tortured by
Marine look-alikes, and rises again to enjoy
homoerotic moments with God. His surprisingly
diverse friends join him on a journey from suffering
to freedom. Readers call it "accessible but
profound." Some are moved to tears. The 24
paintings in the gay Passion cover Jesus' final days,
including his arrest, trial, crucifixion, and
resurrection. A queer Passion is important now
because Christianity is being used to justify hate and
discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Each image is accompanied by
insightful commentary, plus a short prayer and
scripture. If Jesus came back today, would he be
crucified all over again? Would we even recognize
him? See for yourself in the gay vision of the
Passion.
Winner of two Catholic Press Association Awards:
Design and Production (Second Place) and History
(Honorable Mention). The star of Bethlehem
exemplifies the birth of Jesus, the Wittenberg Door is
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synonymous with the Protestant Reformation, and
“the pill” symbolizes the sexual revolution. It’s
“stuff” that helps tell the story of Christianity. In this
unique, rich, and eye-catching book, popular
Catholic author and EWTN host Mike Aquilina tells
the Christian story through the examination of 100
objects and places. Some, like Michelangelo's Pietà,
are priceless works of art. Others, like a union
membership pen, don’t hold much monetary value.
But through each of them, Aquilina offers a
memorable and rewarding look at the history of the
Church. When Catholics tell their story, they don’t
just write it in books. They preserve it in memorials,
monuments, artifacts, and museums. They build
grand basilicas to house tiny relics. In this stunning
book, Aquilina, together with his writer-daughter
Grace, show how the history of the Church didn’t
take place shrouded in the mists of time. It actually
happened and continues to happen through things
that we can see and sometimes hold in our hand.
The Christian answer to Neil MacGregor's New York
Times bestseller A History of the World in 100
Objects, Aquilina’s A History of the Church in 100
Objects introduces you to: The Cave of the Nativity
(the importance of history, memory, and all things
tangible) Catacomb niches (the importance of Rome,
bones, and relics of the faith) Ancient Map of the
World (the undoing of myths about medieval
science) Stained Glass (representative of Gothic
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cathedrals) The Holy Grail (Romance literature and
the emergence of writing for the laity) Loaves and
fish (a link from Jesus to the sacrament of the
Eucharist) The Wittenberg Door (Martin Luther and
the onset of the Reformation) Each of these and the
93 other items and places in the book tell part of the
Christian story. Each is an essential piece of the
story of our salvation. God makes himself known and
accessible through material things, always
accommodating himself to our condition. It is, after
all, the condition he created for us—spiritual and
material—and the form he assumed for our salvation.
The publication of the King James version of the
Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided
with an extraordinary flowering of English literature
and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history.
Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book
of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully
designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements
with the spirituality and the language of the text
make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
The Passion of Christ depicts the last hours of Jesus'
life (from the Last Supper through the crucifixion and
resurrection) through stunning imagery and
illuminating text. Works by master artists of the
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Renaissance and Baroque periods Informative
chapter openers and extended captions Bible verses
that correspond with the illustrative artworks.
A year of gospel-saturated daily devotions from
renowned Bible teacher Alistair Begg. Start with the
gospel each and every day with this one-year
devotional by renowned Bible teacher Alistair Begg.
We all need to be reminded of the truth that anchors
our life and excites and equips us to live for Christ.
Reflecting on a short passage each day, Alistair
spans the Scriptures to show us the greatness and
grace of God, and to thrill our hearts to live as His
children. His clear, faithful exposition and thoughtful
application mean that this resource will both engage
your mind and stir your heart. Each day includes
prompts to apply what you’ve read, a related Bible
text to enjoy, and a plan for reading through the
whole of the Scriptures in a year. The hardback
cover and ribbon marker make this a wonderful gift.
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays
Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with
enemies, his inner and external demons, and with
his devoted but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other
gospels, his parables are obscure, to be explained
secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick
Cave
A powerful collection of over 120 art masterpieces
depicting the Crucifixion.
Using a carefully defined approach to historical
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Jesus studies and historical method, this collection
of essays examines twelve key events in the life of
Jesus that were part of a decade-long collaborative
research project. Each essay examines the case for
the event's authenticity and then explores the social
and cultural background to the event to provide an
understanding of the event's historical significance.
The first six events are related to the public ministry
context of Jesus, mostly associated with his Galilean
ministry, while latter six events involve his final days
in Jerusalem. The final essay closes with
suggestions about how these events cohere and
what they can tell us about what Jesus did.
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